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KUMMER CONGRUENCES IN FORMAL GROUPS 
AND ALGEBRAIC GROUPS OF DIMENSION ONE 

C. Snyder 

0. Introduction. Kummer congruences for the Bernoulli numbers and the 
coefficients in the expansion of the secant function were discovered by E.E. 
Kummer around 1850. Subsequently much work has been done to show 
similar types of congruences for the coefficients of various generating 
functions. 

L. Carlitz was the first to treat Kummer congruences for "Hurwitz 
series" systematically. We briefly outline the history and definitions here. 

Let k be an algebraic number field, i.e., a finite degree extension of 
Q, the field of rational integers. Let R be an integral domain in k contain
ing Z, the ring of rational integers. (Normally R will be 0k, the ring of 
integers of k9 or perhaps a subring of 0k[l/h] for some nonzero rational 
integer h. The important point here is that almost all rational primes 
are not units so that congruences mod pR are not trivial except for 
finitely many primes.) 

We define a Hurwitz series over R as a power series f(t) of the form 

oo j w 

Ä0 = ]£<*„—r where an e R. 
w=0 n ' 

If a0 = 0 and ax = 1, then/(f) has an inverse A(t), i.e., f(X(t)) = t = l{f(t% 
of the form A(f) = Tit=aeJnln\ where e0 = 0, et = 1, and eneR for 
all n ^ 0. We consider only those f(t) with a0 = 0, a\ = 1 satisfying 
the Hypothesis: For all n ^ 1, (n — l)!|e„, i.e., the inverse X(t) — 
H%Lient

n/n where en e R. 
This hypothesis is equivalent to the "integrality condition" that the 

formal derivative 

CO 

f'(t) = ZdJ» with dv e R. 

(The dv are a priori in k.) In particular if there exists a nonzero polynomial 
P(X, Y) e k[X, F]such that P(f,f) = 0, then /satisfies the hypothesis for 
an appropriate choice of /?, cf. e.g., [7], 
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2 C. SNYDER 

Suppose /(f) is a Hurwitz series satisfying the above hypothesis. Then 
we say/(0 has Kummer congruences at p, a rational prime, if and only if 

g ( - 1 ) ^ ) 4 - ^ , ^ . ! ) = 0 modpr 

for all positive integers r and all m ^ r. (The congruences are to be inter
preted ideal theoretically in R.) 

We now ask, which Hurwitz series f(t) have Kummer congruences at 
all primes pi Carlitz showed that iff(t) a n d / ' ( 0 a r e related a s / ' = 1 4-
aif + a2f\ aj ekor (/')2 = 1 + * i / + hP + b^ + bj\ bj e k then / 
has Kummer congruences at all primes p. To show this Carlitz defined an 
operator Qp by Qpf=f{P) (f ) — epf'(t). ( H e r e / ^ (f ) means the/?th derivative 
off with respect to f.) It is easy to see that Qpf = ESS=oCy/v where 7)v e R. 
If, in addition, TJV = 0 mod /? for all v è 0, Carlitz showed/(f) has Kum
mer congruences at p. 

We now give four examples of Hurwitz series f(t) satisfying Carlitz's 
conditions above and thus having Kummer congruences at all primes p. 

EXAMPLE 1. Let/(f) = f. Then A(f) = f. Notice/'(f) = 1. In this case 
Kummer congruences are completely trivial as Sf=o(— l)r_/ß)^J~' am+n~p-i) 
= 0. 

EXAMPLE 2. Let f(t) = e* - 1 = 2 ^ 1 x /*/«!. Then l{t) = ln(l + f) 
= E^=i(- l)w_1 'w/w- Notice P(t) = 1 + / . Again Kummer congruences 
are trivial since Sì=o(- ^Y'K'ò^T am+up-i) = 0. 

EXAMPLE 3. Let/(f) = tan f = £ £ * ( - l)<«-i>/2 2»+i(2*+i _ 1)(£„+1/ 
« + l)(f"-1/«!). Then A(f) = arctan f = E ^ = 1 ( - l )» - 1 / 2 "" 1 / ^ - 1). Notice 
that / ' = 1 4- / 2 . Thus / has Kummer congruences at all primes p. This 
time the congruences are nontrivial. 

EXAMPLE 4. Let f(t) = sn(t) = l££=,\ant
n\n\ where ^«(f) is the Jacobi 

elliptic function associated with the curve y2 = 1 4- xA. Then (/ ' )2 = 
1 + / 4 and /1(f) = Jâ du\ AJ\ 4- #4. Kummer congruences for 5«(f) were 
studied by Carlitz in [2]. 

In [8], we established negative results about Kummer congruences. 
Suppose/(f) a n d / ' ( 0 are related as ( / ' ) 2 = 1 + dfm where m ^ 5, d e k — 
{0}. If m = 6 , /has Kummer congruences at all primes p. However for all 
other m ^ 5, there exist infinitely many primes p at which Kummer con
gruences fail. The reason for the exceptional case m = 6 is explained in 
[9]. 

An argument similar to the one given in [8] shows that if/' = 1 4- dfm 

where m ^ 3, de k — {0}, then/does not have Kummer congruences at 
infinitely many primes. 
These results followed from a closer analysis of the Op operator. In [8], 
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we showed that / has Kummer congruences at p if and only if Qpf = 
H™=oVvfv where TJV = 0 mod p for v < p2. This is much weaker than 
Carlitz's condition on Qp. We say that / h a s strong Kummer congruences 
at p if and only if Qpf = SS=o V»fv where yv = 0 m ° d /> for all v è 0. 

In all the cases of Hurwitz series considered above, the problem of the 
existence of Kummer congruences at all primes is answered on rather 
technical grounds. It seems natural to ask if there is a more transparent 
reason for the existence of Kummer congruences. An indication of an 
answer to this question appears in the four examples above. Each of those 
Hurwitz series satisfies an algebraic law of addition. As we shall see (in 
more generality) this implies Kummer congruences. 

In general, if / ( / ) is a Hurwitz series over R (satisfying the above hy
pothesis, as always), then it is easy to see that there exists a unique power 
series Ff(X9 Y) e k[[X9 Y]] such that f(s + t) = Ff(f(s)9 f(t)). Moreover 
Ff(X, Y) is a formal group. 

We now define this concept and related concepts. Let A be a com
mutative ring with 1. By a formal group over A we mean a power series 
F(X9 Y)eA[[X9 Y]] in two variables satisfying: 

1. F(X, Y) = X + Y + "higher degree terms"; 
2. F(F(X9 Y)9 Z) = F(X9 F(Y9 Z)); 
3. F(X9 Y) = F(Y9 X) 

For example, let Ga(X9 Y) = X + Y and Gm(X9 Y) = X + Y + XY. 
Ga(X9 Y) and Gm(X9 Y) are called the additive and multiplicative formal 
groups, respectively. 

Next we define the logarithm of a formal group. Let F(X, Y) be a 
formal group defined over a field K of characteristic 0. It can easily 
be shown that there exists a unique power series L(X) e K[[X]] such that 

1. L(X) = 1 + "higher degree terms in X"; 
2. L(F(X9 Y)) = L(X) + L{Y), 

L(X) is called the logarithm of F(X9 Y). We furthermore define the canoni
cal invariant differential, œ9 of the formal group F(X, Y) as œ = L'(X)dX. 
(For more details see [5].) 

The connection between the theory of Hurwitz series/(/) and the theory 
of formal groups is as follows: Ff(X, Y) is a formal group defined over k. 
The series A(f) is the logarithm of Ff(X, Y) as can be seen by applying X 
to both sides of the equation Ff(f(s)9f(t)) — f(s + 0- Hence the hypothesis 
we imposed on X(t) is equivalent to the assumption that the canoncial 
invariant differential co of Ff(X9 Y) be defined over R9 i.e., ì,'(t) e R[[t]]. 
Conversely if F(X9 Y) is a formal group defined over k with canonical 
invariant differential co = L\X)dX defined over R9 then the inverse of 
the logarithm can be shown to be a Hurwitz series over R satisfying the 
hypothesis above. 

Notice that for the first three examples given above, the corresponding 
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formal groups are Ga(X, Y\ Gm(X, Y\ and Ff(X, Y) = (X + F)/(l - AT) 
= (X + y) ESLoC^K)2- The formal group for sn(t) is too complicated to 
bother to compute. 

Our first result exhibits a relationship between strong Kummer con
gruences and congruences among the coefficients ev in the expansion of 
the canonical invariant differential co of the corresponding formal group. 

THEOREM l./(f) has strong Kummer congruences at p if and only if 

Spv = epe$ mod pR for all v ^ 1. 

Our second result shows that certain integrality conditions on the coef
ficients of Ff(X, Y) imply that/(f) has strong Kummer congruences, which 
in turn implies that the canonical invariant differential has coefficients 
in its expansion satisfying the congruences in Theorem 1. 

THEOREM 2. Suppose F(X, Y) is defined over R(P), the localization of R 
with respect to Z — (p). Then /(f) has strong Kummer congruences at p. 
Hence the coefficients in the expansion of co must satisfy the congruences 

£pv = £pst mod pR for all v ^ 1. 

This theorem provides a partial generalization of the congruences of 
Atkin and Swinnerton-Dyer. They showed in particular the congruences 
as in our theorem when CÜ is a differential of the first kind on an elliptic 
curve defined over Z. See [3] for more details. 

It is also interesting to notice that our proof of Theorem 2 is elementary. 
Proofs of similar types of congruences usually seem to be more arithmetic 
in nature. 

We then give two major applications of these results to algebraic groups 
of dimension one and related algebraic curves. For the relevant definitions, 
see §2. below. 

THEOREM 3. Let C be a connected algebraic group of dimension one de
fined over an algebraic number field k, with an invariant differential co. 
Then for any k-rational point a on C and any rational function f on C 
regular at the point a, f has Kummer congruences with respect to co at a. 

We generalize Theorem 3 to include certain curves which are not neces
sarily algebraic groups. 

THEOREM 4. Let C be an irreducible algebraic curve defined over an 
algebraic number field k and let œ denote a differential on C. Suppose 
there exists a k-rational mapping, cj>, from C onto a dense subset of a con
nected algebraic group C of dimension one defined over k, with an invariant 
differential co' such that <j)*o)' = co. Then for_all k-rational simple points 
a on C in the domain of (j) at which <j) is unramified and for any rational 
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function f on C regular at the point a. f has Kummer congruences with 
respect to œ at a. 

In other words, Theorem 4 states that if the function field of C contains 
a subfield which is the function field of an algebraic group for which the 
differential co is the unique extension of an invariant differential of the 
group, then any function on C regular at an unramified simple point 
has Kummer congruences with respect to co at that point. 

Other applications are given throughout this article which we shall 
not state here. 

I would like to express my gratitude to my colleague, Henrik Bresinsky, 
for his time and patience in explaining to me many aspects of algebraic 
geometry. I would also like to thank the referee for many valuable sug
gestions. 

1. Kummer congruences in formal groups. For the concepts and notation 
in this section we refer to the Introduction. 

Theorem l.f(t) has strong Kummer congruences at p if and only if 

£pv = £ps$ mod pR for all v è 1. 

PROOF. The proof will be established by obtaining a string of equivalent 
formulations to Dp

tf= epDtf mod pR[[f]]. Here Z)J"means / ' . First notice 
that spDtf = epf. On the other hand, Dff = {f'Df)Pf = (J'Df)^f = 
f'Df((f'Df)P-2f). By Theorem 2 in [8], (f'D^f = D^f^ mod pR[[f)] 
and thus (f'Df)p-if = -(f')Df-l(f')P-i. (J-P. Serre pointed out 
to me that the last congruence has already occurred in Dieudonne's 
work on formal Lie groups; see Lemma 3 in [4]). From this congruence 
and the fact that / ' is a unit mod /?/?[[x]], w e conclude that Dp

tf = epDtf 
is equivalent to Df~l(f'y'P~l = - ep. Next notice that Dpfl({f'Yl) = 
Df-\{f')P-MS'YP) = (f'rPDf-\r'y-\ whence Dff = epDtf if and only 
if Djr1((f,)~1) = — e'W'yp. This latter congruence is equivalent to 

2£oG> + (P - 1 )) • * ' (v + \)ev+pf
v = -£P E S ^ H / * .

 F r o m t h i s c o n" 
gruence and Wilson's theorem, the theorem follows easily. 

THEOREM 2. Suppose Ff(X, Y) is defined over R{p). Then f(t) has strong 
Kummer congruences at p. Hence the coefficients in the expansion of the 
canonical invariant differnential œ must satisfy the congruences 

epv = epet mod pR for all v ^ 1. 

PROOF. Assume F(X, F)has coefficients in R(p). Since f(s + t) = F(f(s), 
f(t)l we have f'(s + /) = df/ds(s + f) = dF/dX (f(s\ f{t)) dfjds. We claim 
that 
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This follows at once from the following two observations about partial 
derivatives, the first of which can be proved by induction (on m). Let 
G = G(u, v), u = u(s, /), and v = v(>, t), then 

ds™ *-* ii'.yi!--- (mim)\(mjm)\ ' 3'i+•••+«*i/3>i+-+>*v \ds) '" 

( dmu NW 3v V'1 / 9^y Yw 

Uw Uw " 'Uw Cij 

where the sum runs over nonnegative integers z1? . . . , im9 yl9 . . . , ym 

satisfying the equation fo + A) + • • • + w(/OT 4- yw) = m and c,7 = 
ft™=iFv(iy)Fv(jv)9 where /*„(/:) = ^/LiC*-}). If w =/?, a prime, then we have 

3W 3*G 
3 ^ 3w^ 

/ 3w y _3G /3*tA J W /_3v_y 3G / 3*v \ 
\ 3 W + du V s W 3 v M 3 * / 3v \dsPj 

+ terms with coefficients divisible by p. 
Now in the established claim set 5 = 0. Since 

&>+» = m . . - / W - L S - S , ^ 
so 

dsP 
_o=ap = ep, and since ^L(0,f(t)) = 0 mod/>*<„[[/•]] 

by hypothesis, we conclude that Dff = s pDtf mod pR(p) [[/]]. Since/>i? (/>) 

fi i? = /?/?, the theorem is established. 
Let us now apply this theorem to obtain a negative result concerning 

a generalization of Theorem 4 in [5] on Dirichlet L-series. 

PROPOSITION. Let L(s, y) be a Dirichlet series where x is a numerical char
acter such that ^(«) £ Q for some integer n. Let Q(%) = Q({x(n): n e Z}) 
whence Q(x) = Q(£*) /ör ^ m e primitive d-th root of unity. Let F(X, Y) 
be the formal group defined over Q(x) corresponding to co= £^i%(«)xw+1*Zx: 
(cf. [5], p. 209). Then for all primes p ?É 1 mod d and not dividing the modulus 
of '%, F(X, Y) is not defined over 0(p) where 0 is the ring of integers ofQ(x). 

PROOF. Suppose F(X, Y) were defined over 0(p) where p does not divide 
the modulus of x whence x(p) ^ 0. By Theorem 2, x(Pn) = x(P)x(n)p mod P 
for P a prime ideal of 0 over/?. On the other hand, %(pn) = x(P)x(n) f° r an* 
n e Z since % is completely multiplicative. Hence since x(p) & 0 mod P 
we must have ^(«) = x(n)p mod P. But since {%(«): R G Z } generates 0 
over Z we have [0/P: Fp] = 1. Therefore /? = 1 mod d, as desired. 

2. Applications to algebraic groups of dimension one and related algebraic 
curves. We now investigate the existence of Kummer congruences asso-

file:///dsPj
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ciated with a differential on certain algebraic curves. To this end, we 
shall use the following definitions and notation. 

To simplify things we shall make the assumption that our curves are 
plane curves. This does not cause any loss of generality as our definitions 
and results below may be interpreted in the function field of the curve 
(which is the function field of some plane curve). 

Let C be an irreducible algebraic plane curve (affine or projective) de
fined over an algebraic number field k. We note by k(C) the field of 
rational functions on C. Moreover, if a is a ^-rational simple point, then 
we denote by 0a the (discrete) valuation ring at a, i.e., the ring of functions 
in k(C) which are regular at a; we also denote by Pa the place at 0, i.e., 
the functions in 0a which vanish at a. The completion of k{C) with respect 
to the /Vadic topology will be denoted by k(C)Pa. By a local uniformizing 
parameter in the completion we shall mean an element of k(C)Pa which 
generates the completion of Pa in k(C)Pg. 

Next suppose that ^ is a /^-rational mapping from Ci to a dense subset 
of C2 where Ct(i = 1, 2) are irreducible algebraic curves over k. Then 
<j>* will denote the corresponding comapping from k(C2) into k(Ci). 
Suppose, now, that a is a A>rational simple point on C1 such that ç5(a) 
is a simple point on C2. We say <f> is unramified at a if Pa is unramified 
over0*/^ ( a ) . 

Now we introduce the notion of Kummer congruences. Let C be an 
irreducible algebraic curve defined over an algebraic number field k. Let 
co be a nonzero differential on C. Suppose a is a ^-rational simple point 
on C at which the differential is regular and does not vanish. We say 
that a rational function / o n C regular at a has Kummer congruences 
with respect to co at a if and only if the following is satisfied : iff = 
H™=oant

n/n\ where / is a local uniformizing parameter at a in the com
pletion k(C)Pa such that co = dt near 0, i.e., co = dxjy implies dx/dt = y, 
and if co— 2 ^ s ^ " 1 dz where $\ = 1 and z is a local unformizing 
parameter (in k(C)) at some place, then 

g ( - 1 ) ^ Ç ) 4 - ^ W + Ï ^ - D = 0 mod/K 

for all primes /?, all r ^ 1, and all m ^ r. The congruences are interpreted 
as follows: All the individual elements in the congruences lie in some ring 
R = 0A[l//z] where h is a positive integer and 0* is the ring of integers of &. 
(For Proposition 3 in [7] shows that {ev: v è 1} is contained in a finitely 
generated Z-subalgebra of &. Also co = dz/w = £ ^ 1 evz

v~l where ë\ = 1, 
and z is a local unformizing parameter in k(C) at a. Hence {ev: v ^ 1} is 
contained in a finitely generated Z-subalgebra of k. If z = ££Li änt

n\n\ 
(äi = 1), then it is not hard to see that {än: n ^ 1} is generated over 
Z by {sv: v ^ 1). Now / = 2^1 0 cvz

v where {cv: v ^ 0} is contained in 
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a finitely generated Z-subalgebra of k. Finally, {an\ n ^ 0} lies in the 
Z-algebra generated by {cv: v ^ 0} U {ev: v > 1}. Any finitely generated 
Z-subalgebra of k is easily seen to be in 0k[l/h] for some h.) The con
gruences are therefore interpreted ideal theoretically in R. It should also 
be noted that the congruences above are independent of the choice of the 
expansion of co, see e.g., [9], Proposition 5. 

Notice that if/ has Kummer congruences with respect to co at a, then 
/ h a s Kummer congruences with respect to ceo at a for any c ink — {0}. 
F o r / = H%Lo(an/n)((cty/nl) and ceo = E^iieJc^Xcxy^dicx) so 

m vAcp-y c^p-
i) 

(p-D 

l Ï7 Z ( - l) r~(^W r^+/(^-i) = 0 mod/7-£>m-|-r(/>— 

We are now ready to state and prove our results. 

THEOREM 3. Let Cbea connected algebraic group of dimension one defined 
over an algebraic number field k with an invariant differential co. Then 
for any k-rational point a on C and any rational function f on C regular 
at the point a, f has Kummer congruences with respect to co at a. 

PROOF. Coordinatize C so that (0, 1) (written affinely) is e, the identity 
of C and such that the tangent line at e is not vertical. (Recall that tangent 
lines at all points on C exist since these points are necessarily simple.) 
If © denotes the group operation on C, then (x^ yx) ® (x2, y2) = 
(^iOi> yù x2, y2), ^ O i , J>i; *2, y2)) where />! and P2 are regular func
tions on C x C and (jq, y{), (x2, y2) are independent generic points. If 
0f-(/ = 1, 2) are the local rings of e in k(xh v,), then by assumption 
xt(i = 1 , 2 ) are generators of the maximal ideals M{ of 0,-. An extension 
of the arguments in [6], pp. 221-222, then shows that Pi(xl5 yx; x2, y2) 
= F(xÌ9x2) where F(w, v) is a formal group over k. Now since P1 is regular 
and since y{ = 2 ^ 0

 cvA where {cv: v ^ 0} is contained in a finitely 
generated Z-subalgebra of k, we see that F(u, v) is defined over R = 
0k[l/h] for some positive rational integer h. 

From the theory of formal groups there exists a formal power series 
\(x) = E J L i é ^ M with ex = 1 and£vefc(i; ;> 1), such that F(u, v) = 
X~KX{u) + A(v)), see [5] p. 202. Moreover, since (9F/9w)(0, v)"1 = X(v) by 
Proposition 1 in [5] and since F(w, v) is defined over R, we see that eve R 
for all v à 1. Let t{ = l(xt) e k(xi9 yi)Mr Then since t{ are local uni-
formizing parameters of M{ in the completions, we have that X; = 
A_1(fi) = E£=i ajflnì for some an e k. From the identity A_1(A(xf-)) = x{ 

it is easy to show that ane R for all n ^ 1 and ^ = 1. Hence we have 
IrKh + t2) = F ^ - ^ i ) , ^_1(^)). Let coF=À'(x)dx = £ £ 1 evx^~l dx so 
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eoF is the canonical invariant differentiation of F(u, v). Thus by Theorem 
2, x( = X~l(tt) has strong Kummer congruences at all primes p (with 
respect to eoF). 

Now let (JC, y) be any generic zero of C. By the preceding argument we 
see that x has Kummer congruences with respect to eoF at e. We need to 
show that x has Kummer congruences with respect to eo at e or equivalently 
with respect to ceo where c e k — {0}. To this end let (f, u) be a generic 
zero of C independent of (x, y). Clearly, any differential on k(x, y)/k may 
be considered on k(t, u)(x, y)/k(t, u). Now write eo = g(x, y)dx which is 
regular at e so g(0,1) is defined. Let Z(t,u) denote the translation of points 
by this point (t, u). In particular, r (*,„)(*, y) = (/, w) © (x, j ) . Then 
S(x, y)dx = eo = r*(/fI<)û) = sC^iC', w; *, jO, P2('> w; *, y))dPx{t, u; x, y). 
Thus g(Pi(f, w; x, y), P2(t9 u\ x, y)) (dF/dx)(t, x) = g(x, y) By specializing 
(*, j>) to (0, 1) we obtain g(t9 u) (dF/dx)(t, 0) = #(0, 1). Then g(0, 1) ^ 0 
and by Proposition 1 in [5], we obtain that eoF = g(0, l)eo near (0, 1). 
Therefore x has Kummer congruences with respect to g(0, l)eo (and thus 
eo) at e. 

Next suppose / is an arbitrary rational function on C regular at e. 
T h e n / = E^o^V*"» anc* so by the corollary to Theorem 1, p. 299 in [2], 
we may conclude tha t /has Kummer congruences with respect to eo at e. 

Now suppose a is an arbitrary point on C and / i s any rational function 
on C regular at a. Suppose / = Tl^o anu

n/n\ where u is a local uni-
formizing parameter in the completion of k(C) at Pa such that du = eo 
near a. Then z*Pa = ^V Also since r* is continuous on k(C) with respect 
to the /Vadic topology, r* extends uniquely to an isomorphism from 
k(C)Pa onto ^(C)Pe. Hence * * / = H^=0 an(T*ü)»/nl But then since 
r*û) = Û), r*w = / where f is the local uniformizing parameter at e such 
that dt = eo near e. 

Therefore we are reduced to an expansion at e and the theorem is 
proved. 

As an application of Theorem 3, consider the curve y = 1 4- x2 which 
is given parametrically by x = tan t, y = sec2f. This curve is an algebraic 
group over Q with invariant differential eo = dt. If a = (x0, ĵ o) is a point 
on the curve then a uniformizing parameter is t — a for some a. Then 
tan / = 2S?=otf>i(a)(f — a)*/**! where #„(#) = tan(w)o:. An expansion for 
eo is given by 2£=i ( - 1 )W"1JC2'»-1/(2W - 1) rf* where * = tan r. Therefore 
by Theorem 3 

E(- ' ) " ( ? ) ( - l ) (^+1 ) / 2 (^ tfm+,(/,-i)(<*) = 0 mod /?' for all m £ #• £ 1. 

(This generalizes Kummer congruences for aM(0)). 
As another application of this theorem, notice that any rational func

tion on an elliptic curve regular at a point a has Kummer congruences 
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with respect to any differential of the first kind at a, since an elliptic curve 
is a one-dimensional abelian variety and the differentials of the first kind 
are the invariant differentials of the group. 

We now generalize Theorem 3 to include certain algebraic plane curves 
which are not necessarily algebraic groups. 

THEOREM 4. Let C be an irreducible algebraic curve defined over an 
algebraic number field k and let co be a differential on C. Suppose there 
exists a k-rational mapping <j>from C onto a dense subset of C, a connected 
algebraic group of dimension one, defined oyer k, with an invariant differen
tial co such that §*CÛ = co. Then for any k-rational simple point a in the 
domain of cf> such that cb is unramified at a and for any rational function f 
on C regular at a, f has Kummer congruences with respect to co at the 
point a. 

PROOF. Let a' = (f>(a) and let z0 e k{C) be a local uniformizing parame
ter at a'. Then co' = dz0/w0 for some w0 e k(C). Since co is regular and 
nonvanishing everywhere on C, co' = SSSi ^ z o - 1 ^zo where we assume 
si = 1 by multiplying z0 by a constant if necessary. But then co = cb*co' = 
S u i evz

v~ldz where z = ^*z0. Moreover since Pßis unramified over cb*Pa, 
we see that z is a local uniformizing parameter at the point a. Now let /0 

be a local uniformizing parameter at a! in k(C')Pa such that dt0 = co' 
near a'. Write z0 = S ^ ant$/n\. By Theorem 3, z0 has Kummer con
gruences with respect to co'at a'. But z = 0*zo = £ ^ i ant

n/n\ where 
<fi*t0 = t. Moreover cb* sincea/ = co, dt = co near a. Hence z has Kummer 
congruences with respect to co at a. In general, if / e k(C) is regular at a, 
t h e n / = 2]̂ =o cvzV s o by [2] , /has Kummer congruences with respect to 
co at a, whence the theorem follows. 

From the proofs of the previous two theorems we may extract the 
following corollary. 

COROLLARY. Assume the hypothesis of Theorem 4. Further, let co = 
2£Li svx

v~ldx where s\= 1 and where x is the local uniformizing parameter 
for any k-rational simple point a in C at which cb is unramified. Then 

£pv = epe^ mod/? for all v ^ 1. 

PROOF. It suffices to consider C — C and cb = identity mapping (see 
proof of Theorem 4). Moreover by the invariance of co we may assume 
a = e the identity element on C (see the proof of Theorem 3). But then 
co = coF near e. Since F(u, v) is defined over R = 0k[l/h], the above 
congruences hold by Theorem 2. 

As an application of Theorem 4, consider the curve C defined by 
j;2 = i + dx6 where d is some nonzero algebraic number. Then two 
independent differentials of the first kind include co1 = dxjy and o>2 = 
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x(dx/y). Now k(C) contains subfields k(zi9 wt) for / = 1, 2 such that 
w\ = 4zj + 4dzf and w\ = 4 + 4rfz| and such that cu,- = fiktiv,- for / = 1, 
2 as is easily verified. But k(zt, w,) are elliptic function fields and dzt-/wt-
are differentials of the first kind. Therefore Kummer congruences hold 
with respect to o)\ and (o2-

Also from Proposition 11 in [8], we know that for any curve C of the 
form y2 = 1 + dxm where d is as above and m = 5 or m ^ 7, Kummer 
congruences do not hold for x with respect to <o9 at (0,1). Thus by Theorem 
4, there is no subfield of k(C) which is the rational function field of the 
coordinate ring of a connected algebraic group for which co is the extension 
of an invariant differential. 
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